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The Peugeot is a small family car produced by the French car manufacturer Peugeot. It was
unveiled on 5 June , and launched in September The features a range of petrol and diesel
engine options. In March , the received a facelift, and it premiered at the Geneva Motor Show. A
second generation was unveiled in , and it was awarded as the European Car of the Year.
Launched as the replacement for the Peugeot in most international markets, the new vehicle
was based upon the old 's chassis, but has new bodywork and is slightly longer and wider. Its
coefficient of drag is 0. Following the facelift of March , the drag factor was reduced to 0. The
HDi holds the Guinness world record of the most fuel efficient mainstream car currently in
production, having averaged 3. The is manufactured in France at the Mulhouse and Sochaux
factories. The was available as a five door hatchback, with a three door limited to a few markets.
The production version was shown at the 78th International Geneva Motor Show in March and
went on sale that summer. The SW or Touring in Australia was available in a five or seven-seat
versions. With the roof up the boot space capacity is litres but this reduces to litres with the
roof down. In September , Peugeot presented, for the market in China, a four-door sedan
version of the The interior is identical to the European model. The engine range includes a
petrol 1. The trunk has a volume of liters. The Peugeot sedan, sold at A facelifted was released
in May , following the public launch at the Geneva Motor Show , with a new front end and minor
changes to the rear of the vehicle. Peugeot also launched the e HDI micro-hybrid model with
stop-start technology, a system to recover energy during deceleration and a hybrid battery that
delivers additional energy on startup. A full hybrid was also announced at the same time. The
version produced in South America is assembled with this facelift. The facelift was also given to
the SW and CC. As the EMP2 platform is not exported to South America, the first generation is
still marketed there and receives a second II restyling in The front bumper is inspired by the II
reduced front lights, Peugeot logo, and text, anti-fog lights, less contoured hood The interior
undergoes some modifications to accommodate some elements of the II. Bosch announced in
June that it was supplying hybrid diesel-electric technology to Peugeot for the It has similar
proportions to the Audi TT. The final production model was unveiled at the Frankfurt Motor
Show as the RCZ without the name, and went on sale in the spring of A panel of automotive
professionals chose the as the best compact family car after it finished first in nine of the 15
criteria. The second generation was unveiled on 13th May , with updated style along with the
and the Peugeot changed its numbering system where the final digit is fixed: 8 for the
mainstream range, and 1 for the models aimed at emerging countries, such as the Peugeot
Groupe PSA announced that the following models; Peugeot 1. The features include a new
bonnet and front bumper design and indicators that scroll, and a newly designed grille that
features the famous Peugeot Lion. All models, except Active and GTi, feature the Panoramic
roof. A new more powerful 1. All models have TomTom satellite navigation as standard in
addition to the central touchscreen update. In July , a revised was announced featuring a
number of trim and colour changes, but most significantly, the introduction of the digital
i-Cockpit which was first introduced on the Peugeot The third-generation is set to be presented
in the spring of and marketed from fall It succeeds the second generation produced from until
The hatchback will grow a few centimeters compared to its predecessor to reach 4. It will be
offered as a hybrid for the first time and will unveil a horsepower engine. The horsepower
version, taken from the Peugeot and Peugeot , will also be available on the GT version. For the
North American and Chinese market, a raised hatchback version, named project P54, will be
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manufacturer of bicycles based in Sochaux , France and currently a part of Cycleurope, a
subsidiary of Sweden-based firm Grimaldi Industri. Peugeot is a French manufacturer founded
by Jean Pequignot Peugeot, a 19th-century manufacturer of water mills. The company's
trademark, a lion, was created in by an engraver, Justin Blazer, who lived near the factory. The
company turned their steel into knives and forks, hydraulic equipment and, from , bicycles, sold
as Cycles Peugeot. During World War I, Peugeot built nearly 63, bicycles per year. It also
manufactured 9, cars and trucks, 1, motorcycles, 10, plane engines, and 6 million artillery shells.
In , the auto and bicycle manufacturing divisions at Peugeot were divided. Automobiles were
constructed at Automobiles Peugeot , while bicycles were made at Cycles Peugeot. In , bicycle
production reached , units per year at the Beaulieu factory. By , the factory at Beaulieu was
turning out , bicycles a year, employing nearly 3, workers, while Automobiles Peugeot
completed its , automobile. During the s, European interest in cycling as a means of
transportation virtually disappeared, and by , bicycle production at Cycles Peugeot was cut in
half. In , Peugeot diversified into manufacturing components for the auto industry to augment
declining sales of bicycles. As consumer interest in bicycling returned in the s, Peugeot
gradually increased its production of sport, racing, and touring road bicycles. Early on, the
Peugeot family saw the value of publicity in sponsoring racing cyclists. Paul Bourillon became
the world sprint champion in Copenhagen in on a Peugeot bicycle. The family also backed
riders in numerous road races and in sponsored its first Tour de France winner, Louis
Trousselier. After the first Tour de France win, the Peugeot cycling team remained active in the
Tour and other European cycle races. Peugeot would go on to become the most successful
factory team of all time in the Tour de France, winning the race a record ten times. Like some
other large European bicycle manufacturers, Peugeot was not above purchasing handcrafted
team racing bicycles, fabricated by small independent craftsmen such as Masi , which were
then painted and outfitted to resemble standard Peugeot factory production models. Peugeot
and rival marque Mercier were among the last bicycle factories to continue team sponsorship.
Rising costs had forced other brands to surrender control of their teams to backers from
outside the bicycle industry. Even as most other teams were using Italian Campagnolo
components, Peugeot continued to use French ones. Stronglight cranksets, Simplex derailleurs
, and Mafac brakes were standard. The last yellow jersey worn by a Peugeot factory rider was in
, when Pascal Simon took the lead in the Tour de France until he was forced to drop out due to
injury. By the time of the racing season, costs in a period of inflation triggered by an oil crisis
meant Peugeot's entire racing budget of 1. William Desazar de Montgaillard, director-general of
Peugeot, announced that due to lack of financial support, there would no longer be a fully
sponsored Peugeot team. During the first half of the 20th century, the vast majority of
French-built Peugeot bicycles came from the factories in Beaulieu Mandeure , France. Other
Peugeot bicycles were built in Spain and, after or so, in Canada. Equipped with Simplex
derailleurs, the lb. UO-8 of was considered to be an inexpensive 'all-round' derailleur-geared
bicycle and had the characteristic long wheelbase of French bicycles, which provided stability
and a soft ride on city streets and rough French rural roads. As a competitor to the heavier
Schwinn Continental, the UO-8 was the most popular model distributed by Cycles Peugeot USA
from its inception in ; it was sold in large numbers during the bike boom of During the peak bike
boom years â€” , French bicycles were produced in numbers so large that quality control
became an issue and parts were often substituted, swapped, or otherwise thrown together to
meet high production demands, sometimes resulting in an amalgamation of different models. In
the case of Peugeot, problems included paint and weld issues, along with occasional frame
misalignment. Equipped with fenders and a luggage rack, it was designated the AE The UE-8

was similar to the UO-8 but was equipped with fenders, a luggage rack, and generator lights.
First introduced as a model in , the PXE was traditionally Peugeot's high-end bicycle. The PXE
was sold in the U. Peugeot also produced lower cost bicycles with the PX's frame geometry: the
PR was made with three Reynolds main tubes, and the PA was made with hi-tensile tubing. In ,
Peugeot opened a custom bicycle frame shop the Atelier Prestige which specialized in the
production of custom Reynolds-tubed framesets using thin-gauge butted steel tubing. These
custom frames were designated PY Similar to a PX in design and styling, a PY could be ordered
to customers' individual specifications. Options included, but were not limited to, geometry and
frame size, color, components, and braze-ons. In , the UO was introduced, followed the next
year by a slightly heavier road model, the UO The UO was largely the same as the UO-8 but with
aluminum alloy cotterless crankset and aluminum alloy rims. The UO-9 was essentially the
same as the UO but had cheaper and heavier steel rims. In later years, the Peugeot race team
switched to carbon fiber tubed bikes which were referred to as the PY10FC. During this time
Peugeot continued to offer a custom steel-framed road bicycle, the PZ PZ and PY bicycles were
imported to the U. In , Cycles Peugeot acquired the factory of Romilly-sur-Seine , which was
converted to produce bicycles. During the bicycle sales 'boom' of , Peugeot sales increased
dramatically. The aging Peugeot factory had difficulty supplying sufficient bicycles, and quality
control occasionally suffered. Peugeot's reliance on French part suppliers began to impact
sales after it became clear that Japanese firms were able to supply derailleurs and other
components using more advanced designs and superior quality. By the mids, Peugeot bicycles
had begun utilizing Japanese derailleurs on some of their lower end models. In , ProCycle
discontinued the Peugeot bicycle brand. In Europe, the license to produce Peugeot-branded
bicycles was granted to Cycleurope , a company making bicycles under different names. The
licence was not renewed in , though production of bicycles for export continued for another
year. The license to manufacture Peugeot branded bicycles was first granted to Cycleurope in ,
but was not renewed in A new license to manufacture and to distribute worldwide was again
granted in and the brand was revamped and relaunched in From Wikipedia, the free
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Stellantis has sold a number of vehicle models under the Peugeot marque, starting as an
independent company under this name in Many vehicles produced share many components
with models from other brands inside and outside of Stellantis, while other models still are
outright rebadgings. Toyota ProAce Verso. Vauxhall Vivaro. Vauxhall Vivaro Life. Opel Zafira
Life. Doninvest Orion M. Vauxhall Combo Life. Toyota ProAce City. Toyota ProAce City Verso.
The two began a merger in , though the separate badge was retained through In , Armand
having no sons of his own, it was agreed that the two branches of the Peugeot business be
reunited. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Not to be confused with Peugeot Automotive
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Partner. Dongfeng Rich Dongfeng Oting. Continues production in refreshed appearance as the
Pars for Iran. Slated for return in Rebadged Mitsubishi i-MiEV. Sold from to as a
Chenard-Walcker model until that company's acquisition. Installation of Peugeot engine,
transmission, and electrics into a Mercedes G-Wagen. Early electric car created due to fuel
rationing during the German occupation of France during the second world war. Name used to
signify passenger variant of the Bipper. The first car manufactured by Peugeot. Also known as

the Serpollet Tricycle. Type 9. Type The brand's first vehicle offered in a truck body style. The
brand's first significantly exported model. Also known as the Type BP1. A version of this
vehicles competed in the Targa Florio. Type and Type Used as the official car of President of
France Alexandre Millerand. Quadrilette Type Peugeot â€” Type Quadrilette Type and 5CV
series. Often advertised by its fiscal horsepower as the 18HP. Stefan Schulze [19]. Mini Hatch
[20] Mihai Panaitescu [22]. Small family car. Family car. Large family car. Executive car. City car.
Compact MPV. Large MPV. Beginning in , PSA began to outline a strategy which entailed the
rapid expansion of the company, through both geographic expansion and acquisitions of other
car companies. The merger was on a all stock basis. The deal was closed on 16 January In
December Peugeot S. On 9 April [20] they increased their stake of the then bankrupt company to
There were some bright spots, however: mainly thanks to the success of the Peugeot and in
spite of Talbot sales withering away, PSA surpassed Renault in sales in the domestic French
market for the first time in What was to have been the Talbot Arizona became the Peugeot , with
the former Rootes plant in Ryton and Simca plant in Poissy being turned over for Peugeot
assembly from October Producing Peugeots in Ryton was significant, as it signaled the first
time that PSA would build cars in the UK car assembly at Ryton stopped in and the plant was
closed. The Talbot name survived for a little longer on commercial vehicles until before being
shelved completely. From to , the Ryton plant also produced the Peugeot saloon. The jobs cut
was more than previously announced. Following Dongfeng and the French government each
acquiring stakes in Groupe PSA, various cost-cutting measures at the company turned its
fortune around and gradually reduced PSA's debt, until the company began to turn a profit
beginning in A new CEO, Carlos Tavares , was engaged and began to implement various
cost-cutting measures and expanded the model range of all three core brands, alongside the
creation of a new brand, DS Automobiles. In early , PSA unveiled a roadmap detailing its plan to
re-enter the North American car market for the first time since The plan to re-enter the market
has three-stages, be a partner in a vehicle for hire , then begin renting and sharing PSA's own
vehicles to the public several years after, followed by a full launch, and establishing a dealer
network in The talks were in an advanced stage, but were a surprise to the press and to much of
Opel's leadership as they had plans to transform the company into an electric-car-only brand
using the platform of the Opel Ampera-e for a wide range of models. However, due to this
amount of debt, it is likely that GM may give the brands to PSA, or sell Opel and Vauxhall at a
highly reduced price. Tavares expects synergies a decade after the takeover. Tavares
announced that he wants Opel to keep its German brand identity and to embrace it, and that he
would leverage Opel's pedigree of German engineering and Motorsport and use the company's
heritage to reach markets and customers that may not consider a French car due to perceived
reliability issues. However, in early June merger talks were suspended, and never resumed. The
merger would be on a all stock basis. Streiff was sacked on 29 March , a day after the company
posted a full year loss for PSA was actively committed to developing its market presence and
sales in many fast growing developing countries and regions of the world. With a capacity of ,
vehicles, the Sanand plant started production of the aaa in The company has had a partnership
with Ford Motor Company since , [56] supplying diesel engines to Ford and its subsidiaries,
such as Jaguar, Volvo, and Land Rover. Peugeot Motocycles is PSA owns A number of marques
were inherited following the acquisition of Chrysler Europe in , and some were merged to
re-establish Talbot , a previously dormant marque. Chrysler Europe marques included the
British Sunbeam â€” , Humber , Singer â€” , Commer â€” , Hillman â€” , Karrier â€” , the French
Simca â€” and the Spanish Barreiros â€” Cycles Peugeot produced bicycles from until In ,
ProCycle discontinued the Peugeot bicycle brand. In Europe, the licence to produce
Peugeot-branded bicycles was sold to Cycleurope , a company making bicycles under different
names, on condition that it would be reconsidered in That license was later withdrawn for
Europe, though production of bicycles for export continued for another year. As a result of this,
two factories have been built assembling three ranges of vehicles, Sevel Nord and Sevel Sud.
The joint venture with Iran Khodro was established in and produces some Peugeot models and
imports other models in CBU for Iran market. In , the company investigated the option to buy
Mitsubishi Motors but a deal could not be concluded and was called off in PSA has a number of
manufacturing and development sites around the world. Vigo , in Galicia has PSA's biggest
factory in the world. The group announced on 29 November at the Tunisia's investment
conference it will open a factory plant in the country in mid The factory will have a planned
annual production of 1, units. The headquarters will be operational by February A core team has
already been set up to build the strategy and steer its execution. The decision to locate in
Atlanta came after a yearlong, nationwide search to find the optimal balance of business
environment, standard of living and workforce. The engine is the result of a secret development
project involving about people. The basic technology is not newâ€”it has been used in heavy

vehicles such as garbage trucks or buses which frequently start and stopâ€”but its application
to passenger cars is. The hydraulic and electronic components were supplied by Robert Bosch
GmbH. Mileage was estimated to be about 3. European Car of the Year award winners: [85].
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an executive car produced by the French manufacturer Peugeot from to It was made in France
and also assembled by Kia in South Korea. The Pininfarina -designed was unveiled at the
Geneva Motor Show in March [3] and drew praise for its formal, handsome styling. Denmark's
Bilrevyen "The Car Review " , for example, described the styling as possessing a "calm
elegance". The Sochaux-built represented Peugeot's first entry into the market segment for
executive cars since the s. The had several noteworthy attributes. From the , it inherited a
damped and supple ride, [13] [14] [15] equal to a contemporary Jaguar XJ6, its "good handling",
[16] its spacious passenger compartment [15] [17] [18] [19] and highly rated steering described
as "a model of its kind", [16] "highly accurate" [20] and "one of the finest yet produced". Despite
critical success, the was a commercial failure. Peugeot made a profit on each car made,
primarily because of the shared tooling and engineering with the , but the car ceased
production without an immediate successor. The German manufacturers did not hesitate to
exploit this confusion in France, with cars like the BMW 5 Series which also entered a segment
new for the manufacturer that had relatively good build quality. The Germans were not
challenged again until Japan addressed this segment 15 years later. The was introduced during
the recession caused by the energy crisis , which created a marketplace that was even more
unfriendly to large-engined cars in France. Contemporary journalists attributed this relative
failure to a variety of reasons, such as the conservative styling, the lack of technical innovation,

modest performance, and a reputation for problems with rust. Others said that the recent
energy crisis made this an inauspicious time for Peugeot along with Renault, whose own
six-cylinder saloon went on sale a few months earlier to be moving into the market for
six-cylinder saloons. Over 36, cars were built in the first full year of production The launch of
the similarly sized but cheaper Peugeot in along with another oil crisis, halved sales of the
V6-engined Peugeot did launch some detuned economy versions of the , but they did not do
much to increase the car's overall sales. Most surprisingly, a turbodiesel version was
introduced at the Geneva Motor Show, alongside the expected D. Sales, which were only strong
for a few years after launch, dipped further in following the launch of the , and the last rolled off
the production line in Today the is a rare automobile in United Kingdom - there are only 17 that
are road-legal as of the second quarter of The was launched in March , at the Geneva Motor
Show. It was originally available in a single specification, as the SL. In , the was launched in the
US in carbureted V6 SL trim, with twin rectangular headlights and larger bumpers. In
September, the somewhat quicker TI model with Bosch K-Jetronic fuel injection and a
five-speed manual transmission was added. For there were some minor modifications, including
the change of the petrol filler cap from round to square. The limited edition luxury "Grand
Comfort" model with power windows and locks, a sunroof, tinted windows, and other amenities
was also made available this year. US sales "faded away" during From January , the automatic
gearboxes used in the were no longer sourced from General Motors' factory in Alsace, but
rather from ZF in Germany. Total body immersion anti-corrosion treatment was also introduced
across the entire range. The turbo diesel was now exported to US, where it replaced the already
absent V6 entirely. In , the GTi with a 2. Also, the new GTDT diesel model was introduced. US
sales were discontinued after The is noted for being the first production turbodiesel car " D
turbo" to be sold in Europe, [40] the Mercedes-Benz SD having been marketed in North America
since This was a reliable engine, overshadowed by one major problem. Like many diesel
engines of the time they were hard to start in the cold weather, the was one of the worst with
this problem, it was a very difficult car to start and some owners ensured it was parked on a hill
to get around this. However, some minor tweaks to the glow plugs and compression made the
car easier to start. Sometime in , this was upgraded to a 2. USA and Canadian market
turbodiesels mostly were delivered with a three-speed ZF automatic gearbox, which was
optional elsewhere - but some five speeds were sold in Canada and the USA. Autocar' s Edward
Eves conducted a long-term test of the turbodiesel in This can be seen in the way the mileage is
being built up with it at the rate of 24, miles in the year". The overall fuel consumption was
estimated at The author noted that while the car was not intended as a high-performance
vehicle, "it is a very practical vehicle for experienced drivers and is capable of very high
point-to-point averages once the technique of driving on the torque curve is mastered". It was
also described as "an effortless long-distance car and should be considered by anyone whose
motoring is of the order of 30, miles a year because this is one of the longest-legged of cars
Regarding the diesel engine start-up procedure, the author described it as "remarkably like
firing up a petrol engined model". Accommodation inside the car was viewed as being "fully up
to international standards for a four-five seater touring saloon with room in the rear seat for two
people to travel long-distances in real comfort". The velour seats were praised for their comfort
but were viewed as being vulnerable to burns and soiling. Autocar noted that the map pockets
in the doors were insufficiently deep and during the test the speedometer cable failed and the
foil insert from the rubbing strip on a door detached. The company Heuliez produced long
wheelbase limousine versions of the Available in these versions were two extra movable seats.
Persistent disagreement existed over the actual luggage capacity of the Peugeot , with figures
ranging from litres [46] to litres. The beauty of the boot is its depth Edward Eves conducted a
long-term test of the turbodiesel version for Autocar in He described the boot as "huge, with
four feet of useable width and 33 inches of fore and aft room. As it is, there is ample room for
the effects of a family four on a touring holiday" [56] In Autocar described the boot as "vast".
Autocar went on to add that the boot was "not only long, fore and aft, but wide and deep so that
full-size suitcases can be packed upright". British motoring journals viewed the favorably upon
its initial launch in the UK market, [9] [15] [58] [59] though Motor dissented, viewing the car as
generally being a "middle of the road" product. Car praised the refinement of the suspension
and the smoothness of the engine which was "an exceptionally flexible unit that has the ability
to rev to dizzy heights without uttering the slightest complaint at either extremity". The test
concluded the was faster at cornering than the BMW and was quieter and more comfortable. Car
viewed the 's roadholding the equal of the Jaguar in the dry and superior in wet conditions and,
as a limousine, was more successful than the Jaguar. Car concluded that "the Jaguar is still a
brilliant car, but in some respects Peugeot have managed to better it. And that takes some
doing". The luggage capacity was described as average Comparatively, the more expensive

Jaguar XJ6 3. Motor described the Peugeot as being somewhere between the two. The Peugeot
went on sale in the US market in April, Movement is damped in jounce and particularly rebound
in the manner that only the French, and perhaps BMW, seem to be able to achieve". The car
"leans a bit but clings like a limpet in both fast and slow curves". The review added that
"acceleration and speed are adequate to keep from being overrun by other traffic but by no
means can performance be considered brilliant". In conclusion, Motor Trend viewed the as
being "competitively priced" and offering buyers "a new choice, a new arrangement of priorities
In , What Car? Whilst the Peugeot received commendation for its ride "outstandingly good" [72]
, "superb" headlamp performance, the comfort of the rear passenger compartment and the
generously-sized boot, it lost out to the Royale which was viewed as a more rounded overall
design. The Peugeot's driving position, and in particular the design of the seat-runners and
cushion, were singled out for particular criticism. Autocar magazine carried out a long-term,
36,mile, test of the Peugeot D turbo. The review concluded saying "This was one car we would
dearly have loved to have kept in the family. It offers a rare combination of luxury, big car
motoring at a very modest cost. And if this were not enough, the standards of ride and handling
are difficult to match at any price". The reviewers rated the Peugeot's interior space, headlight
effectiveness and ride quality as the best of the trio but the "dated and messy interior" counted
against it. However, the authors still noted that, in their
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view, the was "the best-riding car on sale today". Media related to Peugeot at Wikimedia
Commons. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. January Bilrevyen :
Teddington, Middlesex, UK: Haymarket. Car magazine. Autovisie in Dutch. Amersfoort,
Netherlands: Arnold van der Wees. Retrieved 18 December Auto Katalog in German. Paris:
Solar. Retrieved 28 November September Salon Toutes les Voitures du Monde in French.
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